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Abstract
A complex inner core structure has been well-established from seismic studies, showing
radial and lateral heterogeneities at various length scales. Yet, no geodynamic model is
able to explain all the features observed. One of the main limits for this is the lack of
tools to compare seismic observations and numerical models successfully. We use here
a new Python tool called GrowYourIC to compare models of inner core structure. We
calculate properties of geodynamic models of the inner core along seismic ray paths, for
random or user-specified datasets. We test kinematic models which simulate fast lateral
translation, super-rotation, and differential growth. We explore first the influence on a
real inner core data set, which has a sparse coverage of the inner core boundary. Such a
data set is however able to successfully constrain the hemispherical boundaries due to a
good sampling of latitudes. Combining translation and rotation could explain some of the
features of the boundaries separating the inner core hemispheres. The depth shift of the
boundaries, observed by some authors, seems unlikely to be modelled by a fast translation,
but could be produced by slow translation associated to super-rotation.

1 Introduction

At Earth’s centre, the inner core is a distant and enigmatic region, yet has wide
ranging effects. The inner core grows over time, releasing heat and light elements which
help to drive convection in the outer core, with implications for the geodynamo and heat
transport to the mantle [Labrosse, 2003]. Recent detailed seismic studies have greatly en-
hanced our understanding of the seismic velocity and attenuation properties in the inner
core. However, these observations cannot be recreated by current geodynamic models,
nor reconciled with results from mineral physics. This is especially problematic for un-
derstanding the origins of the structures: are they a frozen remnant of the early thermal
history of the Earth, or an indication of today’s flow in the inner core?

The inner core displays large scale variations in its seismic properties. The ma-
jor feature is an apparent anisotropy in seismic velocity and attenuation, coupled with a
hemispherical dichotomy. Anisotropy in seismic velocity and attenuation is aligned to
the Earth’s rotation axis, with polar paths displaying higher velocity and stronger attenu-
ation [Poupinet et al., 1983; Morelli et al., 1986; Woodhouse et al., 1986]. The inner core
is separated into distinct hemispheres, approximately east and west, with regional vari-
ation superimpose [Tanaka and Hamaguchi, 1997; Creager, 1992; Niu and Wen, 2001,
2002; Cao and Romanowicz, 2004; Yu and Wen, 2007; Cormier et al., 2011]. The west
hemisphere has lower seismic velocity, weaker attenuation, and stronger anisotropy. The
anisotropy increases with depth [Deuss et al., 2010; Irving and Deuss, 2011a], and the
upper west hemisphere has complicated layering including a isotropic upper layer of 50
– 100 km thickness [Shearer, 1994; Song and Helmberger, 1995; Ouzounis and Crea-
ger, 2001; Waszek and Deuss, 2011]. These hemispheres are detected almost to the cen-
tre of the core [Lythgoe et al., 2014]. Improved resolution from expanding seismic data
sets has revealed increasingly complex features, such as sharp boundaries separating the
hemispheres [Waszek and Deuss, 2011], which may shift with depth in the inner core or
laterally [Waszek et al., 2011; Miller et al., 2013; Irving and Deuss, 2015; Irving, 2016].

Two mechanisms have been proposed to generate the seismic hemispheres, driven
by either inner core or outer core flow. The first mechanism invokes an lateral translation
of the inner core driven by a thermal convective instability. The translation generates an
asymmetry in age between a solidifying hemisphere and a melting one. To fit seismic ob-
servations, an eastward translation has been proposed, the melting occurring on the east
side of the inner core [Alboussière et al., 2010; Monnereau et al., 2010]. The translation
velocity is estimated ≈ 4.10−10 m s−1, corresponding to a complete renewal of inner core
material on timescales of ≈ 200 Myr. In this model, age is correlated to crystal size, with
larger crystals – or domain size – in older material [Bergman et al., 2010], and thus with
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seismic velocity and attenuation properties [Calvet and Margerin, 2008]. Since the trans-
lation is driven by the inner core, any super-rotation of the inner core may also rotate the
translation axis. This is a problem for the seismically proposed inner core super-rotation
[Song and Richards, 1996; Vidale and Earle, 2000; Waszek et al., 2011].

The second model to generate the hemispheres proposes thermo-chemical coupling
of the inner core to the core-mantle boundary. Variations in heat loss to the mantle cause
faster solidification in the east hemisphere [Aubert et al., 2008, 2013]. The resultant dif-
ference in growth rate creates smaller crystals in the east hemisphere than the west, gen-
erating the seismic observations. The difference in crystal size is therefore opposite to the
structure which would arise from lateral translation. Here, the process to create differential
growth may also produce extremely slow inner core super-rotation [Aubert and Dumberry,
2011].

It is beyond the scope of these geodynamic models to explain seismic structures
more complex than an east-west asymmetry. Neither mechanism can generate a global
depth-dependent velocity anisotropy [Shearer, 1994; Song and Helmberger, 1995; Crea-
ger, 2000; Irving and Deuss, 2011b; Waszek and Deuss, 2011], nor attenuation anisotropy
[Souriau and Romanowicz, 1996; Souriau, 2009]. Recent observations of latitudinal and
depth variation in the sharp hemisphere boundaries also reveal more complexity than may
be incorporated in the models [Waszek and Deuss, 2011; Miller et al., 2013; Irving and
Deuss, 2015; Irving, 2016].

It is important to note that the translation instability is a convective instability, re-
quiring an unstable density profile in the inner core. Lasbleis and Deguen [2015] showed
that such a thermal instability is incompatible with some of the other deformation pro-
cesses usually cited for obtaining the observed anisotropy, such as the differential growth
rate at the equator [Yoshida et al., 1996; Deguen et al., 2011; Lincot et al., 2015]. Trans-
lation may be driven compositionally rather than thermally [Gubbins et al., 2013; Deguen
et al., 2013]. However, deformation mechanisms to explain the elastic anisotropy require
lower viscosity of the inner core than needed by translation, as viscous adjustment would
be more efficient and plume convection is predicted in this case [Deguen et al., 2013; Miz-
zon and Monnereau, 2013; Lythgoe et al., 2015].

In order to understand the origin of the inner core structures, it is imperative to test
geodynamic models against seismological observations. Here, we present the results ob-
tained with a newly available open-source Python tool GrowYourIC, which aims to recre-
ate inner core seismic structures via a geodynamic modeling approach. Following Mon-
nereau et al. [2010] and Geballe et al. [2013], we focus on processes without shear defor-
mation: growth, translation, and super-rotation of the inner core. GrowYourIC utilizes a
combination of these geodynamic processes to generate a synthetic inner core. We cal-
culate age and growth rate models for this inner core, then average the values along in-
ner core seismic ray paths. These paths may be random, user-specified, or the example
data set provided (Waszek and Deuss 2011; WD11). In this work, we test the hypothesis
proposed in Waszek and Deuss 2011 that the observed depth variation of the hemisphere
boundaries are due to super-rotation of the inner core. To do so, we benchmark the tool
by revisiting the fast translation model (without growth) of Geballe et al. [2013] (GE13)
with the real seismic data set (WD11). This is the first work to test directly the influ-
ence of a combination of inner core growth, translation, and super-rotation, specifically
applied to seismic properties. The reader is invited to download and explore the code
in order to reproduce our work, and expand on it by adding functions to produce further
complexities.
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2 Methods

2.1 Overview of GrowYourIC

The open-source Python tool GrowYourIC computes synthetic seismic properties
from geodynamic models, permitting better comparison between observations and geody-
namic parameters using realistic seismic data sets. The code is highly modular, allowing
the user to easily define new classes for geodynamic models or seismic data sets, with
straightforward plotting of results. Jupyter Notebooks [Kluyver et al., 2016] are provided
with examples for users to experiment on the code without advanced Python skills, and re-
produce all the figures in this paper. Code operations and details about the included mod-
els and proxies are available in Appendix A: .

Here, we model processes that do not have deformation, specifically perfect transla-
tion, and super rotation of the translation axis. The models are kinematically parametrized.
The flows in the inner core are imposed by setting the velocity in the sphere, as a function
v(r, t). Translation velocity is estimated from Alboussière et al. [2010], which solves the
conservation equations for the end-member case of very fast phase change at the inner
core boundary. In this end-member, the vorticity of the flow is zero and no deformation
can develop [Deguen et al., 2013]. Inner core growth is included by varying the position
of the inner core boundary with time. The evolution parameters within the code are ex-
tremely flexible, allowing time and spatial variation of velocities, and diverse scenarios of
growth. Since anisotropy is primarily negligible in the top 100 km of the inner core (i.e.
for the WD11 data used here) [Garcia and Souriau, 2000; Ouzounis and Creager, 2001;
Song and Xu, 2002; Yu and Wen, 2007], we do not consider crystal anisotropy.

2.2 Proxies and Seismic Observations

The relationship between seismic properties (compressional and shear wave veloc-
ities, attenuation, anisotropy) and outputs of a geodynamic model is not trivial. Elastic
properties for iron at high pressure and high temperature are still highly debated [Geballe
et al., 2013; Lincot et al., 2014, 2015, 2016], and Lincot et al. [2016] shows that the best
approach may therefore be to consider mapping of the parameter space. Geballe et al.
[2013] explored the relationship between age of material and estimated seismic veloci-
ties, based on different crystal growth models, and models of elastic properties for iron
crystal clusters. The authors calculated compressional wave velocity as a monotonic func-
tion of age alone; i.e. Vp = f (age). This relationship may be generalized by consider-
ing seismic properties as a function of various proxies, including age of material [Geballe
et al., 2013], crystal growth rate, and crystal orientation [Lincot et al., 2014, 2016]; giving
Vp = f ({proxyi}i).

In this study, we refrain from calculating seismic velocities for the different inner
core models. Instead, we define the proxies which seek to match the general trends of the
seismic observations. This means that we cannot model the observations completely; for
example, amplitude of variations, scatter or attenuation. However, our approach also pre-
vents the introduction of additional uncertainties, via poorly-constrained assumptions re-
lating age to seismic properties. Without this limitation, rapid exploration of a large range
of model parameters and proxies is possible. More complex functions may more closely
match the behaviour of iron in the inner core. This could account for some of the com-
plexity observed in real seismic data which is beyond the scope of this paper.

2.3 Models

We consider a combination of translation, super-rotation and growth of the inner
core. The four different models studied in this paper are presented in Figure 1a, showing
flow lines in black solid lines, and age of material as color. The translation is defined as a
pure translation along the axis of translation, defined by its vector eT and the amplitude of
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the velocity vt . The super-rotation is defined as a pure rotation around the vertical axis ez
of amplitude Ω. The corresponding velocity field in the sphere is then v = vteT + Ωez × r,
where r is the position vector. Trajectory of a given particle in the sphere is calculated
by integrating backward in time the velocity, using a 4th order Runge Kutta integration
scheme. The intersection between the trajectory and the inner core boundary defines the
position and time of the crystallization of the particle. To model the growth of the inner
core, the position ricb(t) of the sphere surface is estimated by a power function ricb(t) =
tα. For reasonable core thermal and composition thermal history, it is usually considered
that α is between 1/3 and 1/2 [Labrosse, 2003]. The parameters used in this study for the
four different models are given in the Supplementary material.

Geballe et al. [2013] used a similar approach to calculate the age model for a sim-
ple version of the translation, but calculated the intersection between straight trajectories
and the sphere boundary analytically. The main difference here is that, allowing for super-
rotation and growth of the inner core, we cannot calculates the intersection analytically.

In this work, the proxies of interest are the age of material, obtained from the time
of crystallization, and the growth rate at the time and position of the crystallization. The
effective growth rate is calculated by subtracting the velocity to the average growth rate at
the time of the crystallization.

Fast translation Fast translation
+ rotation

Slow translation
+ rotation

Slow translation
old

young

WD11 uniform

a.

b.

Figure 1. a. Visualization of the different models used in the paper, with the associated names: fast trans-
lation, fast translation associated to super-rotation, slow translation and slow translation associated to super-
rotation. Details of the values used is available in the supplementary materials. b. Horizontal distribution of
the two different data sets used in this paper: WD11 (3184 points) and uniform (3000 points). The points have
a 50% transparency, meaning that they appear grey except when at least 2 points are overlaid. This highlights
the areas of over sampling in WD11.

2.4 Seismic Databases

In this paper, we present the results for two different seismic datasets. The first is
a random distribution of PKIKP turning points, distributed uniformly in the uppermost
part of the inner core (depth between 7 and 100km). The second is the WD11 dataset
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[Waszek and Deuss, 2011], which contains 3184 PKIKP raypaths, defined by their entry,
turning and exit points. Residuals (with respect to the corresponding PKiKP arrival) as-
sociated with each raypath are also provided, from tabulated values in Waszek and Deuss
[2011]. The global distributions of each dataset are shown on Figure 1b. The WD11 ap-
pears sparse, and over-samples parts of the inner core. This is due to the non-uniform dis-
tribution of both seismic events and seismic stations.

Geballe et al. [2013] and Lincot et al. [2015] have previously combined seismic ob-
servations and geodynamical models, propagating ray paths into hypothetical seismic ray
paths. However, both studies used a random ray path distribution inside the inner core,
overestimating the capability of the seismic data to distinguish between models. In this
paper, we use both random and real data sets; both of which are made available online.

We consider whether a simple geodynamic model is able to match any of the de-
tailed seismic observations in WD11. We focus on two main observations: the sharp,
and shifting, hemisphere boundaries. As seen in Figure 1b, the data coverage in WD11
is likely to be sufficient to characterize some of the detailed features, and relate them to
our models. However, the boundary locations are not well-sampled by WD11. Very few
data constrain the exact boundary locations; additional data could drastically alter their po-
sitions. Despite this, the jump in seismic properties between hemispheres can be restricted
to occur over length scales on the order of ∼500 km, which is comparatively sharp. Sev-
eral other studies also find that the Pacific boundary (longitude 160-180o) is sharper than
the African (longitude 20-60o) [Yu and Wen, 2007; Irving and Deuss, 2015; Irving, 2016].

For the remainder of this paper, we will seek to match the proposed sharpness and
shift in depth of the boundaries. However, it is important to note that this shifting struc-
ture is poorly constrained by the existing data et. Alternative geometries (e.g., latitudinal
variation of the boundary locations) are beginning to be revealed by improved seismic data
coverage, and should be considered for future models [Miller et al., 2013; Irving, 2016].

3 Discussion

3.1 Fast Translation: Random versus Real Data Sets

a. b. c.

d. e. f.

Figure 2. Fast translation as observed by random distribution (a,b,c) and WD11 data set (d,e,f). a and d
show spatial distribution of the data set. (b,e) and (c,d) present the value of age as function of respectively
longitude and angular distance from the point (0,-80). Red lines correspond to the analytical solution on the
equator at the inner core boundary and without growth. Discrepancy between the values of the data and ana-
lytical solution comes from the depth and latitude of the point, as well as the inclusion of (slow) growth rate in
the example.
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A major question addresses the validity of a random distribution of data to compare
with a real seismic data set for use in observations. In other words, is seismic structure of
the top of the inner core sampled well enough that the signature of translation could be
detected? To explore this, we first compare our results to GE13 (i.e., fast translation only),
to explore the efficacy of a random perfect inner core data set versus real data.

Figure 2 recreates GE13 with GrowYourIC, using a random data set sampling the
upper layer of the inner core. We find spatial distribution is well-matched, with random
rays over the full surface of the inner core, and turning depths varying from 15 – 107 km.
We calculate the age of material at the turning point, and project it as function of the
longitude and angular distance with respect to (0,100◦E), the center of translation in the
east hemisphere. Maximum age is obtained as 2Ric/vt , with Ric the radius of the inner
core and vt the translation velocity. Our results are equivalent (Figure 2a-c), validating
our method. Unlike Geballe et al. [2013], here we do not calculate theoretical travel time
residuals, and instead consider age is a proxy for seismic properties. We assume a mono-
tonic function f , whereby vp = f (age). For benchmarking the tool GrowYourIC, we also
computed the travel time residuals, and results are available in a Jupyter Notebook online.

To estimate the validity of a random distribution, we recalculate the model using a
real seismic distribution. We use WD11, which samples the upper 100 km of the inner
core. On a map, the distribution is uneven, with clusters in the northern hemisphere, as
seen on Figure 1b. However, the translation has a cylindrical symmetry, and the variable
of interest is distance from (0, 100◦E). The coverage in angular distance from (0, 100◦E)
is good, except for the highest values, corresponding to the south-east Pacific ocean. Fig-
ure 2 thus indicates that this spatial sampling should be adequate to characterize transla-
tion, and estimate large-scale features with cylindrical symmetry, such as hemispherical
dichotomy.

Figure 3. Value of the proxy (age) as a function of the longitude and depth of the observation, for the fast
translation model with different data sets, without (left column) and with (right column) super-rotation. Con-
tour maps (top panels) are taken at the equator, and turning depths are from random global data sets (middle
panels) and WD11 (bottom panels). The scatter in middle and bottom panels reflect the latitudinal variation.
The introduction of super-rotation generates an asymmetry in both hemisphere size and boundary sharpness,
but no apparent shift in the boundaries with depth.
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The hemisphere centers are assumed to be located on the equator, which leads to
difficulty using the longitude to estimate the distance to center for inner core points away
from the equator. This can be seen when we plot data as function of longitude and depth.
This geometry was used in figure 2 of Waszek et al. [2011] for example, and is reproduced
here in Figure 3, middle and bottom panels. When including points away from the equa-
tor, a scatter appears, that may lead to problem in the interpretation of such a plot. For
this reason, we are also plotting data only at the equator, maximizing the observability of
the structure, as shown on Figure 3, top panels.

As discussed before by Geballe et al. [2013] and shown in Figure 2, the sharpness of
the hemisphere can be explained by a fast translation. It was then hypothesized by Waszek
et al. [2011] that depth-variation in the hemisphere boundaries may be indicative of a slow
super-rotation of the inner core. We therefore investigate the influence of super-rotation
on the boundary positions with depth, using a rate of 0.09 ◦/Myr, similar to that proposed
by Waszek et al. [2011] and Aubert et al. [2008]. The contour plot is shown in Figure 3
(top right panel). No shifting of the boundaries materializes in the upper 100 km. Instead,
super-rotation induces an asymmetry in the sizes of the hemisphere, producing a larger
west hemisphere. The sharpness of the boundaries is also affected by rotation: the Pacific
boundary becomes sharper than the African boundary, as super-rotation pushes material
toward the east. Interestingly, both of these features are observed seismically in WD11, as
well as other studies (e.g. [Irving and Deuss, 2015; Yu and Wen, 2007; Irving, 2016].

Thus, we find fast translation plus rotation is able to explain some of the more ro-
bust seismic observations, namely the sharpness of the different hemisphere boundaries.
However, super-rotation of the inner core would not be sufficient to explain the depth vari-
ation of the boundaries.

3.2 Slow Translation: Growth Rate as a Proxy

Aubert et al. [2008] proposed that the thermo-chemical circulation in the liquid outer
core may induce an asymmetry in the growth rate at the surface of the inner core. This
leads to a hemispherical difference in properties of iron crystals, thereby creating the ob-
served hemispherical dichotomy in seismic structure. Thus, the hemispheres in this case
would result from a variation of effective inner core growth rate.

In our numerical tool, this model can be tested by considering effective growth rate
as the proxy for seismic properties. This is synthesized as a very slow translation of the
inner core, producing faster growth on one side than the other. The relationship between
inner core growth rate and consequential iron properties is yet to be explored by mineral
physicists. However, it is reasonable to assume that different growth rates result in varia-
tions of crystal properties, including size, shape, and orientation. Of course, such a differ-
ence may not be seismically detectable, or could be altered or even erased by subsequent
events. Further mineral physics investigations are required here, for reconciliation with
geodynamics and seismology.

To compute the effective growth rate for any point inside the sphere, we consider
the value of the growth rate at the initial crystallization of that point, using the crystalliza-
tion time and position. For the model of translation-rotation-growth, the effective growth
rate is calculated at the inner core boundary as the combination of translation velocity and
growth rate.

The growth rate results for slow translation are shown as a function of depth and
longitude in Figure 4, as a random global data set and an equatorial contour plot. In the
former, latitudinal variations introduce scatter into the values as a function of longitude,
when projected onto the equator. We use this representation for easier comparison to
WD11. Limiting the results to only those at the equator remove this problem (Figure 4
top panels). This also provides a method to estimate the dependence of growth rate on an-
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Figure 4. Value of the proxy (growth rate) as a function of the longitude and depth of the observation, for
the slow translation model. Left column without rotation. Right column with rotation. As before in Figure
3, contour maps (top panels) are taken at the equator, and turning depths are from random global data set
(middle panels) and WD11 (bottom panels).

gular distance to the center of each hemisphere. Since these are estimated to be located on
the equator, for data on the equator this corresponds simply to the difference in longitude
between the two points.

We find that slow translation induces a hemispherical dichotomy in effective growth
rate. This persists over the depth range explored, and has no noticeable lateral variation
with depth. Thus, a slow translation is an appropriate approximation to a differential growth
process, and is able to successfully generate the seismically-observed hemispherical differ-
ence.

The results for introducing super-rotation to our slow translation model are shown in
Figure 4. For the case of slow translation compared to fast, the addition of super-rotation
noticeably shifts the position of the boundaries with depth. The shift of the boundaries
is asymmetric; the African boundary shifts 10 – 20◦ more than the Pacific. This matches
seismic observations [Waszek et al., 2011]. For a translation velocity of about 0.98 km/Myr,
the super-rotation rate needed to shift one of the boundaries by 50 km of lateral movement
over 100 km of depth is about 0.09 o/Myr. This value is estimated based on the maximum
shift observed in the iso-values on Figure 4 (top right panel) near the longitude 100oE.

The combination of slow translation and super-rotation is the best candidate so far to
explain the main characteristics of the hemisphere boundaries: possible sharpness, depth-
shift of the hemisphere boundaries, and asymmetry. However, we have to point out some
of the limitations of this model. Contrary to the fast translation, there is no published
quantitative model to estimate seismic velocities and residuals from growth rate of iron
crystals. Is is reasonable to qualitatively assume that different growing history could lead
to different seismic properties, but there is no argument to justify that these differences
would be seismically observable or not.
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4 Conclusion

The seismic observations of the inner core are complex, with both large and small
scale features. In this paper, we have been interested in the large scale features of the up-
permost inner core, namely the hemispherical dichotomy, and its variations with depth.
We explored a particular subset of kinematic models for flow in the inner core where the
velocity of material in the inner core is parametrized. For this models, we parametrized
translation, rotation, and growth rate to explore the hemispherical dichotomy of the up-
permost layer of the inner core. This is the first work to test directly the influence of a
combination of inner core growth, translation, and super-rotation, specifically applied to
seismic properties.

Both fast and slow translation are able to generate an east-west asymmetry in age
and growth rate respectively. However, the same rate of super-rotation does not induce the
same shift of properties in the deepest part of the isotropic layer. Previous studies [Mon-
nereau et al., 2010; Geballe et al., 2013] already showed that the sharpness of the bound-
ary can be explained by choosing one model to link age of material and seismic veloci-
ties. The fast and slow translation are thus not incompatible with the sharp hemispherical
boundary. The observations of a shift in depth of the boundary position have raised the
possibility of a slow super-rotation of the inner core. Our results show that even if such
a super-rotation could be coupled with the fast translation proposed by Monnereau et al.
[2010]; Alboussière et al. [2010], this would not lead to the observed shift in depth, but
only to a difference between the African and Pacific boundaries. Furthermore, we also
showed that for a slow translation, adding super-rotation would indeed induce both the
asymmetry of the boundary and a noticeable shift with depth. It is however important to
note that no mechanism to drive the super-rotation is proposed here. Further study are
needed in order to drive at the same time a super-rotation and a slow translation.

We explored the validity of using a real seismic data, by comparing WD11 with a
random data set, with the same number of ray paths which are homogeneously-distributed
in the uppermost inner core. This is the first use of a real data set to sample geodynamic
models. From this, we are able to infer that the real data set is certainly sufficient to char-
acterize the large scale heterogeneities of the layer. Our models are also able to introduce
smaller scale variation into the proxies, including asymmetry in both hemisphere size and
boundary sharpness; these correspond to seismic observations. However, the data cover-
age as a function of depth is sparse at the boundaries between the two hemispheres, and
complex structure near the boundary is therefore poorly constrained with this data set. Ad-
ditional seismic data is required in these regions.

We have also presented a new open-source Python code GrowYourIC, which synthe-
sizes growth, translation, and super-rotation of the inner core. The code generates age, age
gradient, and growth rate models for the inner core, and calculates averages parameters
along inner core ray paths. The paths may be random or user-specified, and we include
a real inner core data set from Waszek and Deuss [2011], WD11, as an example. As sup-
plementary material, we have provided all of the necessary information for the reader to
recreate results presented here, as well as develop additional functions. The tool is highly
modular, allowing users to add models for geodynamics and seismic data set.

We hope this is a first step towards developing user-friendly, open-access tools for
combining seismic and geodynamic studies, and that it will encourage other researchers
to share their own codes, materials, and data. The ability to compare several data sets, or
results from various geodynamic models, will be the next stage for this project.

There are many future directions for this project. A major next step is to incorporate
mineral physics models, in order to provide realistic conversions from age and growth rate
to seismic properties such as velocity and attenuation. Further possibilities include mecha-
nisms to create anisotropy, and the introduction of differences in composition, for example
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between the hemispheres, or with depth. Our results show the importance of a multidisci-
plinary approach for understanding the processes of the inner core, and for orienting future
research questions.

A: Code Operation

GrowYourIC is a Python tool available freely online. The version used to perform
the calculations in this paper is version 0.2. This version as well as the most up-to-date
version is available at https://github.com/MarineLasbleis/GrowYourIC

To operate the code, the user provides information regarding seismic distribution and
ray paths of the PKIKP through the inner core. The user also provides either parameters
for the included kinematic models (see below) or velocity fields for external models. The
toolbox calculates proxies and provides visualization tools. The visualization tools may
also be used without seismic data sets, to visualize the model only and constructing heat
maps on various contours or slices.

The input seismic data sets are a set of PKIKP ray paths in the inner core, defined
by three points: entry, turning, and exit. Real paths have an associated travel time residual
measurement which is provided. For each data point on the trajectory, the code calculates
a proxy value. This can be averaged over the ray path, either linearly or via the average of
the proxy’s inverse. In this paper, we present results obtained only at the turning bottom
point, for comparison with the analysis performed in WD11.

An overview of the different possible output graphs is given in Figures S3 and S4 in
the Supplementary Materials. All the figures in this manuscript – including Supplemen-
tary Materials – are implemented as Jupyter Notebooks [Kluyver et al., 2016] and available
online.

A.1 Implemented geodynamical models

The toolbox GrowYourIC can handle various geodynamic models, the only requi-
sites being either the proxy field already calculated from the model, or the knowledge of
velocity flow in the inner core for its entire history and volume. For this paper, we apply
the code to a basic analytical version of translation and rotation. However, velocity fields
can be computed from most published geodynamic models, to permit further models to be
included in future.

Flow models for the inner core have already been implemented in GrowYourIC:
any combination of translation, super rotation, and growth is permissible, including time-
variations in the velocities. They are defined by imposing a velocity field in the inner
core, and thus are kinematic models. Each model is defined by a velocity field v(r, t),
which is input as an analytical function. The values used in this paper have been chosen
based on published estimates of the translation velocity for fast and slow translation [Al-
boussière et al., 2010; Aubert et al., 2008], growth rate [Labrosse, 2003], and reasonable
values of super rotation based on observations [Waszek et al., 2011]. To simplify the mod-
els presented here, we consider only constant values of the velocities, and a growth history
as ricb(t) ∝ tα, where t is the time after the first nucleus. The models presented in this
publication are summarized in Figure 1a, and the corresponding parameters values are
given in the Supplementary Material. Static models, such as those based on the geome-
try of the inner core, are also implemented. These can be used for simple hemispherical
models, for example, or user-defined crystal orientation.

Users can provide external models to GrowYourIC directly. The only requisite is
to provide a field-type proxy, which is defined for a given model as a function proxy =
g(r). A velocity field v(r, t) can also be provided, and GrowYourIC calculates material
trajectory, age, etc. based on the velocity field.
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A.2 Proxies

For each point of interest, the code extracts the value of proxies. These proxies
are considered to reflect the current seismic properties of the material. This includes for
example: position at crystallization, age (time since crystallization), and growth rate at
crystallization time. When material is not deformed, the variation in seismic velocities is
likely to be controlled by crystal size, which depend either on the initial conditions i.e.
growth rate at crystal formation, or on the age and evolution of the crystal, or a combina-
tion of all.

Kinematic models include velocity fields and are the ones of interest in this paper.
Each point in the inner core is associated with a flow line, which is the trajectory of the
material since its first crystallization. The intersection of this trajectory with the inner
core boundary is calculated to obtain the position and time of the crystallization of this
point. To do so, we integrate the velocity field backwards using the Runge-Kutta integra-
tion method. This trajectory is used to calculate average values over time.

The code includes the option to add the function f relating mineral and seismic
properties to proxies. For the interested user, modules for the GE13 mineral models have
been implemented in the toolbox; we do not duplicate the results of that previous work
here.

A.3 Representations and available databases

The toolbox GrowYourIC provides databases of points where to evaluate proxy val-
ues. Two types of database are available, either to visualize the model or to use seismic
data.

The databases constructed for visualization purpose are perfect sampling of the part
of the inner core that need to be visualized. Proxy values are evaluated only at the given
positions, and not over a ray path. These database allows the creation of a heat map of the
proxy in a certain geometry. Examples are the databases used for visualization in Figure
1a, and in the top panels of Figures 2 and 4. Visualization routines are directly imple-
mented within the definition of the database.

The other type of databases are constructed with ray paths of PKIKP through the
inner core; either user-specified ray paths, or random distribution used to mimic a real
seismic data set. Each inner core ray path is determined by providing three points: entry,
turning, and exit. Entry and exit points are by definition at the surface of the inner core.
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